We consider classes of sets of r-adic expansions of reals speci ed by means of the theory of formal languages or automata theory. It is shown how these speci cations are used to calculate the Hausdor dimension and Hausdor measure of such sets.
Here we show that this language or automata theoretical approach to image description does not only provide a method for their generation but also for the computation of their fractal or Hausdor dimension, that is, for their analysis, and even more generally, we can use our approach for the computation of the Hausdor dimension of certain constructively given subsets of the unit cube 0; 1] d in Euclidean space IR d .
In order to specify subsets of the unit cube 0 . We consider X ! as a metric space with metric % de ned by %( ; ) := inf fr ?jwj : w is a common pre x of and g: This metric % satis es the ultrametric inequality %( ; ) max f%( ; ); %( ; )g. Since X is nite, the space (X ! ; %) is compact.
The open (they are simultaneously closed) balls in (X ! ; %) are the sets of the form w X ! , where w is a nite string over X. Sets of nite strings (so-called languages) will play a major role in our investigations. Therefore, as usual we introduce X as the set of all nite strings (words) over X, including the empty word e. For w 2 X and p 2 X X ! let w p be their concatenation. This concatenation product extends in an obvious way to subsets W X and P X X ! . The length of a word w is denoted by jwj. We mention still that (pref F ) = f : pref f g pref F g is the closure of the set F X ! , C(F), in the space (X ! ; %), that is, C(F) = (pref F ) is the smallest closed subset of (X ! ; %) containing F .
In order to formulate the next results, we de ne W := fw 1 w n : n 2 IN^w i 2 W g as the set of all nite products of words from W , and W ! := fw 1 w i : w i 2 W nfeg g as the set of in nite strings formed by concatenating words in W .
Theorem 3 (Staiger 20 ) For every W X it holds dim W ! = H W , and, moreover,
We call a language V X pre x-free provided 8w; v(w 2 pref fvg^w; v 2 V ! w = v). Theorem 4 (Staiger 20 ) Let V X be a pre x-free and regular language. Then
Finite-state !-languages and adjacency matrices
As we have seen in the previous section there are several relations between the Hausdor dimension of subsets of X ! (so-called !-languages) and the entropy of languages. In order to compute dim F or L (F ) for an !-language F X ! exactly we have to specify the !-language F in a constructive way. Here we use the speci cation via systems of equations which resembles in some way the subdivision of sets in IR d into r-ary subcubes. The following example illustrates this fact.
Example: Consider the rst fractal in the appendix.
The northeast (NE) and the southwest (SW ) of its binary subsquares are both similar to the fractal itself (denoted by S 1 ), whereas the northwest (NW ) and southeast (SE) subsquares and the original fractal are pairwise di erent (denoted by S 2 and S 3 , respectively). This yields the rst of the following equations.
If we consider the northwest and southeast subsquares in the same way we obtain that the rst one has subsquares similar to iself (SE), to the original fractal (SW and NE) and to the southeast subsquare of the original fractal (NW ) and the second one has subsquares similar to iself (NW ) and to the original fractal (SE), wheras its remaining subsquares are empty (completely white).
Thus we may write the system of equations for the fractal S 1 in the following way:
In general those systems of equations correspond to certain normal form grammars (or deterministic automata) specifying !-languages. Here we are dealing mainly with nite systems of equations.
Therefore, for a word w and a set P X X ! we call P=w := fp : w p 2 P g the state of P derived by the word w, and we call a set P nite-state provided fP=w : w 2 X g is a nite set. Finite-state languages are also known as regular languages, whereas nite-state !-languages were investigated in more detail in (Staiger 16 ).
Since F=w = (F \ w X ! )=w, the state of F derived by the word w is the r jwj -fold magni cation of the r-adic subcube of F speci ed by the word w, F \ w X ! . Thus the equality of states F=w = F=v is equivalent to the similarity of the corresponding subcubes F \ w X ! and F \ v X ! .
As in the example above nite-state subsets of X ! can be characterized as solutions of systems of linear equations of the form:
where X i 6 = ;; X i X; 1 i n (1) where j maps f1; : : : ; ng X to f1; : : : ; ng (cf. Lindner and Staiger 10 ). Observe that S j(i;x) = S i =x. In order to avoid unnecessary equations in (1), we require that for every i 2 f1; : : : ; ng there is a w 2 X such that S i = S 1 =w.
A system of the form (1) is closely related to a nite automaton, but it may have many solutions z . If we, however, con ne to solutions which are closed subsets of (X ! ; %) we have the following.
Lemma 5 (Lindner and Staiger 10 ) If we require that every S i 6 = ; then for n 1 a system (1) has a unique nonempty closed solution S 1 . Moreover, S 1 is the maximum solution of (1).
z In fact, already the simple system S = X S has 2 2 @ 0 solutions 16 3. The computation of the measure L In this section we are going to show that for nite-state closed !-languages S their Hausdor measure L (S) ( = dim S) is also computable.
First we apply the mapping L to the system (1) and we obtain the following system: From the Perron-Frobenius-Theory of nonnegative matrices we know that A S has at least one nonnegative eigenvector corresponding to max . The di culties in solving our problem, however, consist in the following items:
1. The Perron-Frobenius-Theory is not fully applicable here, becauseL (S) may contain in nite entries.
2. The eigenspace of A S corresponding to max may have dimension > 1, and 3. even if the eigenspace is one-dimensional, we do not know which one of the nonnegative eigenvectors is our solution.
Our approach to get the actual solutionL (S) consists in deriving some bounds on the entries of the vectorL (S), that is, on the values L (S=w), where w 2 pref S.
The rst result excludes the all-zero-vector as a solution forL (S). Consequently, our vectorL (S) contains an entry 1.
To obtain a general bound from above on the entries ofL (S) other than 1 is not possible. Therefore, we con ne to a particular case of !-languages from which we can combine the general solution.
We call an !-language F X ! strongly connected provided for every w 2 pref F there is a v 2 X such that F=w v = F . For nite-state !-languages this condition is equivalent to the fact that A F is an irreducible matrix.
Strongly connected nite-state closed !-languages can be represented by pre x-free regular languages in the following way.
Lemma 10 An !-language F X ! is strongly connected, nite-state and closed i there is a pre x-free regular language V X such that F = C(V ! ). Now from the identity L (V ! ) = L (C(V ! )) (cf. Theorem 4 above) we obtain via Theorem 3 the following. Observe also that every state F=w of a strongly connected !-language F X ! is again strongly connected.
Theorem 11 If F X ! is strongly connected, nite-state and closed then for all w 2 X we have L (F=w) 1.
Our theorem bounds the entries inL (S) from above by 1 provided S is strongly connected. This yields the following procedure for calculatingL (S) when S is strongly connected. where is the number of SCCs, and the square matrices on the main diagonal, A j , correspond to the strongly connected components C j . Note that each matrix A j is zero or irreducible.
Before we formulate the procedure in the general case we have to deal with states S i of zero or in nite measure L (S i ).
The rst observation is obvious.
Fact 12 Let S i 2 C. We have L (S i ) = 0 i the eigenvalue of the diagonal matrix A corresponding to the SCC C is smaller than max and for every C 0 such that C`C 0 and every S j 2 C 0 the identity L (S j ) = 0 holds. From the Perron-Frobenius-Theory we deduce now that for F 2 C and = dim F it holds 9c8n(s F (n) c r ? n ) i dim E < for all E 2 C 0 such that C`C 0 .
This yields the following. Fact 14 Let S i 2 C. We have L (S i ) = 1 i there are SCCs C 0 ; C 00 such that C 0 6 = C 00 ; C = C 0 or C`C 0 , and C 0`C00 and the matrices A 0 and A 00 corresponding to C 0 and C 00 , respectively, have maximum eigenvalues 0 = 00 = max :
In particular, if L (S i =w) = 1 then L (S i ) = 1. This yields the following procedure for calculating the measure vectorL (S).
Procedure 2 Compute for every SCC C j the maximal eigenvalue j of the corresponding matrix A j .
We start with SCCs C j for which there is no C 0 satisfying C j`C 0 . 
Blackness and Density
In this last section we draw a connection between topological density and Hausdor dimension. It turns out that density and dimension are related for nite-state and closed !-languages.
To this end we recall that a set E is nowhere dense in S provided C(S n C(E)) = C(S), that is, if C(E) does not contain a nonempty subset of the form S \ w X ! .
We obtain the following result.
Theorem 15 Let S X ! be nonempty, nite-state and closed, = dim S, 0 < L (S) <
